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Final: Netherlands White – Poland

It’s Friday now, so we’re up to the Final. Poland beat England quite comfortably 

in the semi finals. Netherlands White won the tough battle against Sweden. So 

we have a rematch of the last year’s final. Well, actually, only one player is the 

same as last year. Only Arkadiusz Majcher played in the winning Poland squad 

of 2016. His teammates this year are Jakub Zawada, Piort Marcinowski and 

Mateusz Sobczak. The Dutch had multiple teams playing. Playing for the 

Netherlands White are Michel Schols – Ricardo Westerbeek, Joost Coenen – 

Adriaan Lucassen and Tom van Overbeeke – Tobias Polak. 

They play three sets of 14 boards to decide who will win the Carrousel Cup. For

the other teams traditionally a pairs tournament is organized. Many 

transnational pairs will play for the matchpoints. Lots of fun and good to meet 

and play with a player from another country. The fun part of the tournament!

Final 1

In the first set Schols – Westerbeek played N-S against Marcinowski – 

Sobczak. In the other room Coenen – Lucassen took on Majcher – Zawada. 

On the first board both tables bid to a good slam in hearts, missing the Queen. 

As it dropped in the second round both declarers rapped up +1010. 
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West North East South
Coenen Zawada Lucassen Majcher
- - 1NT * 2 *
2NT * Pass 3 Pass
Pass 3 * Pass 4
5 DBL ap. 

Board 2 started as a part score battle in the closed room. Lucassen opened a 

mini no-trump, 10-13. Majcher showed 1 major with 2 and Coenen used 2NT 

to bid a competitive hand with clubs. Zawada first passed, but when 3 came 

back to him he competed with 3, apparently still pass-or-correct. Eventually the 

Poles reached game and the Dutch took the ‘save’ in 5. South cannot overruff 

the third round of spades, so no way to go down. Majcher led the King of 

spades and continued with a second round. Zawada tried a heart. 11 tricks, N-S

-550. 

West North East South
Sobczak Westerbeek Marcinowski Schols
- - 1 2
3 Pass 3 Pass
3 Pass 4 Pass
5 Pass 6 ap. 

Marcinowski opened 1 and Schols made a weak jump overcall of 2. 

Sobczak showed his clubs and then the wheels seemed to come off. Sobczak 

tried for 3NT, but when Marcinowski could not bid it, he settled for 5. 

Marcinowski however seemed to be convinced this was a slam try as he raised 

to six. The spotlight was on Westerbeek now. Even if he leads the Ace of 

spades it would be difficult to cash two as South would play a discouraging ten 

(low = encouraging in their agreements). Westerbeek chose to lead a heart 

however and when the King of diamonds was onside declarer made thirtreen 

tricks. N-S -940. 9 IMPs to Poland.

Netherlands White won 5 IMPs back when Poland reached a high 4. King of 

hearts was offside, so one down with the Dutch in 1NT making. 
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West North East South
Coenen Zawada Lucassen Majcher
- - 1 Pass
1 2 4 5
5 ap. 

Lucassen splintered with 4, but Coenen did not appreciate the full 
strength of his had: a fifth trump, the King in partner’s long suit and the 
Ace in the unbid suit with some other assets as well.  N-S -680. 

West North East South
Sobczak Westerbeek Marcinowski Schols
- - 1 1
1 4 5 Pass
6 Pass 6 Pass
7 ap. 

Marcinowski opened a Polish club and Schols made an immediate overcall. 
Sobczak showed 5+ spades and when Westerbeek raised to 4 Marcinowski 
made a slam try with 5. Sobczak probably thought 5 showed first round 
control as he raised 6 to seven. Westerbeek led the Ace of hearts for one 
down. 13 IMPs to Netherlands White, instead of the other way. 19-10. 
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The Dutch took another 5 IMPs when Westerbeek used stayman with a weak 
4-4-3-2 hand with both Majors over 1NT and found a heart fit. 1NT was one 
off at the other table and 2 made. 

Poland in turn took 6 IMPs back when a different 1NT-range gave Majcher a 
chance to compete to 2, while the Poles bid and made 2NT already before 
Schols could enter the biddig. Both contracts made. Still trailing 16-24. 

Coenen had an easy diamond lead against Majcher’s 4. With all Kings 
offside it was a tough contract. Majcher won the Ace of diamonds and tried a 
club finesse. Lucassen returned a club as Majcher pitched his diamond. 
Declarer then crossed to the Ace of hearts to finesse the spades. No luck 
again and when West held both hearts he was one down. N-S -50.

At the other table Westerbeek had to open 1NT with the North hand and 
after stayman he became declarer. East had a tough lead now and when 
Marcinowski led a club the diamond loser went away and declarer just lost a 
spade and two hearts. N-S +420. Netherlands White up by 34-16. 

Poland took 13 IMPs back on the next board when the Dutch gave the ninth 
trick against 3NT after Westerbeek made an aggressive double to get a spade 
lead. 
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Lucassen and Coenen had the simple stayman sequence to 3NT. Majcher led a
diamond and Lucassen tried a spade to the nine. After another diamond 
Lucassen played a low spade from hand and North had five spade tricks for 
one down. N-S +100. 

West North East South
Sobczak Westerbeek Marcinowski Schols
- - 1 Pass
1 Pass 1NT Pass
3NT DBL ap. 

At the other table Marcinowski downgraded (or miscounted?) to a 12-14 NT. 
Westerbeek doubled to show good spades, but this proved to be an error. 
Schols led a spade, but it only set up the ninth trick for declarer. N-S -750 and 
13 IMPs to Poland. 

The Dutch defended better against 2 to score 5 IMPs, but the final word was
Poland’s. 
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West North East South
Coenen Zawada Lucassen Majcher
- - 2 DBL
ap. 

Lucassen opened a weak two, but that was not the right moment for it. 
Majcher had an easy take-oud double and Zawada an easy pass. Declarer lost 
three trumps, two hearts, a diamond and a club for two down. N-S +300. 

West North East South
Sobczak Westerbeek Marcinowski Schols
- - Pass 1
2NT * DBL 3 DBL
Pass 3 Pass 3NT
ap. 

Marcinowski did not open and Schols opened a 2+ club. Sobczak had 2NT 
available for the minors and Westerbeek doubled to show some values. 
Schols now made a take-out double of 3, where he should have passed. This
was not a forcing situation for them. He hoped his partner would bid 4, so 
he could bid 4 and get a diamond lead. On 3 he had to bid 3NT and hoped
his partner would correct to 4 with four hearts. Sobczak led a low club so 
Schols could win the eight in the first trick. He played the nine of hearts and 
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Marcinowski covered. Schols won and played a spade up. Sobczak had to win 
and developed his clubs. Schols played another spade, won by the Ace. 
Marcinowski led a diamond and when Schols tried the Queen he was three 
off as Sobczak collected his clubs and played a heart to lock declarer in 
dummy. Down three meant N-S -150 and 10 IMPs to Poland.

The final score of the set was:
Netherlands White – Poland 40 – 39 IMPs
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